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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of distributed home
energy management system with storage in a coalition, which
consists of multiple micro-grids and multiple customers, is studied
using the multiple leader multiple follower Stackelberg game
theoretic model — a multi stage, and multi level game. The
micro-grids, which act as the leaders, need to decide the minimum
amount of energy to be generated with the help of central energy
management unit (CEMU), and the optimum price per unit
energy to maximize their profit. On the other hand, the customers,
which act as the followers, need to decide the optimum amount of
energy to be consumed, including the energy to be requested for
storage. Using the proposed distributed scheme, i.e., home energy
management system with storage (HoMeS), the earned-profit of
the grid improves up to 55%, and the customers consume almost
30.79% higher amount of energy, which, in turn, increases the
utilization of the generated energy by the micro-grids.

Index Terms—Energy Management, Storage, Extensive game,
Multiple Leader Multiple Follower Stackelberg Game, Micro-
Grid, Smart Grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve high reliability in power systems, traditional
electrical grids need to be designed as modernized electri-
cal systems, termed as smart grids. A smart grid [1]–[3]
is visualized to be a cyber-physical system equipped with
sustainable models of energy production, distribution, and
usage [4]. It also integrates several advanced techniques such
as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), automatic meter
reading (AMR), distributed energy resources (DER), energy
management systems (EMS), intelligent electronic devices
(IEDs), and plug-in hybrid electrical vehicles (PHEVs) [2].
Unlike in existing power systems, in which electricity is
distributed unidirectionally to the customers by the main grid
having a centralized system, in a smart grid with duplex
communication infrastructure, the large scale traditional elec-
trical grid is divided into micro-grids [5] having bi-directional
electricity exchange facility with the substation, and the main
grid. In the presence of several micro-grids, it is desirable to
allow group of micro-grids to service a group of customers
based on their demands in a distributed manner, so as to relax
the load on the main grid. One of the important features in a
smart grid is the demand-side energy distribution, which gives
the opportunity for flexible energy demand according to the
requirements of the customers.
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The micro-grids generate energy using renewable energy
resources such as wind power, solar energy [3], and hydro
power [6]. So, the amount of generated energy is not fixed
at different times in a day. If the total energy demand by
the customers to the micro-grid exceeds the total generated
energy by that micro-grid, the micro-grid requests the main
grid to supply the deficient amount of energy to fulfill the
requirements of the customers. As the requested energy by
the customers to each micro-grid is discreet, the load on each
micro-grid does not remain the same in any specific time.
During on-peak hours, the demand of the customers is higher
than the demand during off-peak hours. So, in on-peak hours,
the micro-grids request the main grid to supply energy to fulfill
the customers’ demand, whereas in off-peak hours, the micro-
grids have excess amount of energy. In such a condition, the
existence of storage capacity with the customers will be cost
effective, and the reliability of the energy supply will also
increase. Additionally, having storage facility at the customer-
end, in on-peak hours, the amount of requested energy by the
customers will be reduced while the required energy can be
served using stored energy. On the other hand, in off-peak
hours, the customers consume high amount of energy including
energy for storage. Moreover, we consider that each customer
can communicate with multiple micro-grids available with a
coalition, in order to reduce energy loss. Consequently, each
customer needs to decide the optimal amount of energy to be
requested to micro-grid in order to maximize its utility. On
the other hand, the micro-grids decide the amount of energy
that has to be generated by each micro-grid, and the price per
unit energy to maximize the payoff value corresponding to the
utility function, and, consequently, the profit.

In this paper, we introduce a game theoretic approach
for distributed home energy management system with stor-
age (HoMeS). We use a multiple leader multiple follower
Stackelberg game to decide the strategies for the micro-grids
to maximize their profit and proper utilization of generated
energy, and the strategies for the customers, so as to fulfill their
energy requirement by maximizing their individual pay-off
values. Based on the remaining stored energy, each customer
n decides the required energy for the appliances, which is the
minimum amount of requested energy for the customer n, and
broadcasts that information within the coalition. On receiving
these informations from the customers, the micro-grids decide
the minimum energy to be generated and minimum price
per unit energy based on the cost of generation per unit
energy. The micro-grid broadcasts the price per unit energy.
Each customer decides the amount of energy to be requested,
including the amount of energy for storage for future use.
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Each micro-grid m decides the price per unit energy based
on the amount of requested energy to the micro-grid m using
a non-cooperative approach. In summary, our contribution in
this paper as follows:

a) We present the home energy management system with
storage (HoMeS) model for real-time energy consumption of
customers in the presence of storage facilities and several
micro-grids in a coalition.

b) The multiple leader multiple follower Stackelberg game
theoretic approach is used to evaluate the optimal strategies of
the micro-grids using a cooperative game, which is the initial
phase of the proposed game, and the optimal strategies of the
customers using a non-cooperative game, which is the next
phase of the proposed game.

c) We present three different algorithms. The first algorithm
is used in the Initialization Phase for the micro-grids to
determine the minimum amount of energy to be generated.
The second algorithm is used by the customers to decide the
amount of requested energy based on the real-time price of
energy. In the final proposed algorithm, the micro-grids decide
the price per unit energy on a real-time basis depending on the
total amount of requested energy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
briefly present the related literature in Section II. Section
III describes the system model. In Section IV, we formulate
the game theoretic method using the multiple leader multiple
follower Stackelberg game, and, thereafter, we discuss its
properties. In this Section, we also propose the distributed al-
gorithms, and discuss their performance in Section V. Finally,
we conclude the paper while citing few research directions in
Section VI.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the last few years, lot of research work on smart grid
emerged, viz., [7]–[18]. Some of the existing literature are
discussed in this Section. Saad et al. [7], [8] formulated a
coalition game having multiple micro-grids, and proposed a
distributed algorithm for forming the coalition assuming that
one micro-grid can exchange excess energy with the main grid
[7] or other micro-grids having deficiency of energy [8]. In
case of power exchange between the micro-grid and the main
grid, there will be loss of energy over the distribution line.
Bakker et al. [12] proposed a distributed load management
system with dynamic pricing strategy, and have modeled it
as a network congestion game. Misra et al. [14] proposed
a distributed dynamic pricing mechanism (D2P) for charging
PHEVs. They used two different pricing schemes such as home
pricing scheme and roaming pricing scheme. Molderink et al.
[15] proposed an algorithm by using the energy in the off-peak,
and the on-peak hours, with a virtual power plant, for energy
management system. However, none of these work consider
the storage issue in the customer side.

Fang et al. [17] proposed different energy management
schemes. However, in this work, new opportunities for more
improved residential energy management system and bill re-
duction are studied without considering the impact of stored
energy on the customers. Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah [18] pro-
posed a time-to-use (TOU) aware-energy management scheme.

In this scheme, a customer consumes energy according to the
time, i.e., an on-peak hour or an off-peak hour. In the on-peak
hour, the customer has to wait for being served. Otherwise, the
customer demands the required energy without waiting, if the
delay is greater than the maximum allowable delay. Yet, the
energy management policy adopted by the customers and the
micro-grids need further research to have an optimal solution
and with minimum delay and less message overhead.

In the existing literature, several energy generation and
consumption models are also proposed, by considering dif-
ferent uncertainties which impose imbalance costs to the
system operators [19]. Some of the existing literature are
discussed here. Soroudi et al. [20], [21] studied a Monte
Carlo simulation based probabilistic dynamic model for multi-
objective distributed generation considering uncertainties –
load distribution, generated power, and price. They provided
Pareto optimal solution for cost optimization and technical risk
optimization. Soroudi et al. [22], [23] evaluated the effect of
renewable distributed generation units on active losses and
distribution network in load supply with uncertainties using
a fuzzy evaluation tool [22] and operation of distributed gen-
eration units on a distribution networks [23]. However, none
of these works considers the uncertainty of energy distribution
where energy storage facility is available at the customer’s
ends.

In contrast to the existing works, a multi-stage stochastic
game theoretic model is used in this paper to characterize the
effect of storage with the customers in the smart grid. We
use the multiple leader multiple follower Stackelberg game
to develop the optimal solution for home energy management
system for each customer.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a energy distribution system consisting of
multiple micro-grids and multiple customers. The schematic
diagram of an energy management system is given in Figure 1.
In this, each customer has a smart meter and a communication
unit. We consider a group of customers connected to a single
micro-grid. The total charging period in a day is divided
into multiple time slots, T . In each time slot t ≤ T , each

Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of the Energy Management System

micro-grid, m ∈ M, where M the set of micro-grids, has to
decide the amount of energy to be generated Gtm for selling
to the connected customers to meet their energy demand and
maximizing its own revenue. The total energy generated in
time slot t and the total energy generated by each micro-grid
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(a) Request message in IP (b) Reply message from micro-grid (c) Request message in FP

Fig. 2: Message Formats in HoMeS

m ∈ M in a day are denoted as Gt and Gm, respectively.
Mathematically,

G
t
=

m∈M∑
m=1

G
t
m and Gm =

T∑
t=1

G
t
m (1)

A group of micro-grids W ⊆ M form a coalition Cow,
where w ∈ (0, |M||W| ], and serve a small geographical area, Aw,
consisting of a group of customers Cw ⊆ N , where N is the
set of N number of customers, and Cw is the set of customers
under coalition Cow. Within a coalition, the micro-grids can
exchange energy between themselves.

Each customer n ∈ N requests a certain amount of energy
en from its service provider, i.e., the corresponding micro-grid,
to fulfill its energy requirement, i.e., the energy requirement for
the appliances of the customer n, an, and energy requirement
for storage, xn. Therefore,

en = an + xn, ∀n ∈ N (2)

The demanded energy, en, of customer n may vary in different
time slots, as the energy requirement of a customer n is based
on different parameters such as the maximum storage capacity,
Emax; the amount of remaining stored energy, Eres; the price
per unit energy decided by the service provider; the energy
required for daily appliances, an; and the energy required for
storage, xn. We assume that the energy requirement for daily
appliances, an, is known to the micro-grids on a day-ahead
basis, and the micro-grid has to supply an amount of required
energy. Therefore, in a coalition Cow having W micro-grids,
the total amount of energy has to be generated is at least∑n∈Cw
n=1 an amount of energy. Mathematically,argmin

m∈W∑
m=1

Gm ≥
n∈Cw∑
n=1

an

 and

m∈W∑
m=1

Gm ≥
n∈Cw∑
n=1

en

 (3)

Hence, the net available energy for storage Sw in a coalition
Cow having W micro-grids is given by:

Sw =

m∈W∑
m=1

Gm −
n∈Cw∑
n=1

an

 (4)

Since the net available energy Sw is fixed for the customers,
the demands for storage of a customer n, i.e., xn, has to satisfy
the following condition:

n∈Cw∑
n=1

xn ≤ Sw (5)

Based on the total energy requirement of the appliances in a
coalition Cow, i.e.,

∑n∈Cw
n=1 an, the micro-grids need to decide

among themselves the minimum amount of energy, Gmin,
required to be generated, and the minimum price per unit
energy, pmin, to optimize the overall revenue of the micro-
grids. To provide the minimum energy requirement of each
customer n, i.e., an, each micro-grid decides the minimum
price per unit energy, pmin, with the cooperation of other

micro-grids. Each micro-grid m ∈ W tries to sell the excess
amount of generated energy with a higher price per unit energy
to maximize its revenue. Hence, an optimal price, which is
neither too high nor too low, needs to be chosen by each
micro-grid, to maximize its profit.

To complete energy trading successfully, proper interaction
among the central energy management unit (CEMU), the
micro-grids, and the customers is needed. We divide the inter-
actions into two stages — initialization phase with cooperation
(IPC), and finalization phase with non-cooperation (FPN).
In IPC, each micro-grid m exchanges information with the
CEMU to decide Gmin, and pmin. In FPN, each customer
n in a coalition Cow needs to decide the amount of energy
to be requested to the micro-grid m, and the micro-grid
m ∈ W needs to decide the price per unit energy pm, where
pm ≥ pmin. However, pm also depends on the total energy
required by a customer n, en, and the number of customers
under micro-grid m, |Cm|. If the amount of energy acquire for
appliances, an, is higher, the excess energy for storage, Sw,
will be reduced.

The energy requested by each customer has to fulfill the
constrains given in Equation (3). It is also to be noted that
the price decided by a micro-grid is also dependent on the
amount of requested energy. Thus, the main challenges faced to
develop the approach that can capture the two stages decision
making processes are as follows:

(i) Modeling the decision making processes, the interactions
between the micro-grids and the CEMU, and the micro-grids
and the customers in the network, subject to the constrains in
Equation (3).

(ii) Developing an algorithm for the micro-grids to decide
Gmin and pmin, by having interaction with the CEMU.

(iii) Developing another algorithm for the micro-grids to
decide the amount of energy to be generated, and the actual
price per unit energy pm.

(iv) Each customer n needs to decide the total amount of
energy en based on the optimally decided amount of energy
for storage xn to maximize its storage satisfaction level.

Communication between the Customer and Micro-Grid:
We assume that the communication networking model be-
tween the micro-grids and the customers is wireless mesh
network (WMN). We use the IEEE 802.11b protocol for the
communication between the micro-grids and the customers. In
the Initialization Phase (IP), each customer sends a message
with the information of minimum energy requirement for the
appliances, as shown in Figure 2(a).

In the Finalization Phase (FP), each micro-grid replies with
the decided price per unit energy to the customers. The reply
message format is shown in Figure 2(b). After receiving the
reply message from the micro-grids, each customer decides
how much energy s/he needs to consume, including the re-
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quired energy for storage, and sends a request packet again to
the micro-grids. The message format is shown in Figure 2(c).
This message exchange continues until the customer decides
an optimal value of requested energy, and the micro-grid gets
the optimal price per unit energy.

IV. PROPOSED MULTIPLE LEADER MULTIPLE FOLLOWER
STACKELBERG GAME

A. Game formulation

To study the interactions between the micro-grids and the
customers, as mentioned earlier, we use a multiple leader
multiple follower Stackelberg game. This is a multi-stage
and multi-level game, where a group of players, i.e., the
followers, take decision based on the decision of the leaders,
using a non-cooperative game, and the leaders make deci-
sion among themselves using a cooperative game. In this
paper, we consider the micro-grids as the leaders, and the
customers as the followers. Hence, in the Initialization Phase,
the micro-grids need to decide the amount of minimum energy
to be generated, Gmin, and the minimum price per unit
energy, pmin, using a cooperative game theoretic approach.
In the Finalization Phase, the customers need to decide the
amount of energy to be requested, en, including the opti-
mum amount of energy for storage, xn, and the micro-grids
need to decide the price per unit energy, pm, using a non-
cooperative game theoretic approach. The overall game is
defined by using the strategic form, Υ = {(N ∪ M), (Xn,
An, En, ψn)n∈N , (Gm, Pm, ϕm, pm, φm)m∈M, Gmin, pmin}

The components in the strategic form Υ are as follows:
(i) Each customer n acts as a follower in the game, and

needs to decide the optimum energy demand en, based on the
optimum price decided by the micro-grid.

(ii) The strategy of each customer n is to decide the total
amount of energy en from the micro-grid, while satisfying the
constraints given in the Equations (3) and (5).

(iii) Each customer n optimizes the amount of energy to be
stored, while satisfying the constraint – S ≥

∑n∈N
n=1 xn, where

S, which is broadcasted to the customers within a coalition by
the CEMU, is the total amount of excess energy that can be
acquired by the customers for stored energy. Mathematically,

S =

⌊
|M|
|W|

⌋
∑
w=1

Sw (6)

(iv) The utility function ψn(·) of a customer n is used to
maximize the payoff value by capturing the benefit of the total
consumed energy en.

(v) The utility function ϕm(·) of a micro-grid m is used
to maximize the payoff value of micro-grid m using the
information of total consumed energy from micro-grid m.

(vi) The price pm denotes the price per unit energy decided
by the micro-grid m.

(vii) The utility function φm of a micro-grid m captures the
minimum profit by selling the energy to fulfill the minimum
energy requirement by the customers Cw in a coalition Cow.

(viii) The energy Gmin denotes the minimum energy needed
to be generated by each micro-grid m.

The game formulation of the Initialization and the Final-
ization Phases of the multi leader multi follower Stackelberg
game are discussed in Sections IV-A1, and IV-A2, respectively.

1) Game formulation for the Initialization Phase:
a) Utility function of a micro-grid for Initialization Phase:

In the Initialization Phase, each micro-grid m, that acts as
a leader, decides Gmin and Pmin, based on the minimum
amount of requested energy by the customers, i.e., an; ∀n ∈
Cw. The vector showing the amount of energy An, requested
by each customer n, is the maximum expected energy vector
to be needed for the appliances, and is forecasted on a day-
ahead basis. Here, atn, gtn, ptmin are the minimum expected
energy of a customer n for time slot t, the minimum energy
to be generated for time slot t, and the minimum price per
unit energy for time slot t, respectively.

Initially, in a coalition Cow, each customer n calculates
its expected amount of energy vector, An, and broadcasts
to the micro-grids, W . The micro-grid m ∈ W decides to
generate gm amount of energy to maximize its utility function
φm(gm, g−m), while the price per unit energy pm would be
fixed for all the micro-grids in a coalition. Mathematically,

argmax
gm

φm(gm, g−m), ∀m ∈ W (7)

where g−m = {g1, g2, · · · , gm−1, gm+1, · · · , g|W|}. Equation
(7) must satisfy the constraint given in Equation (3). Hence, the
properties that the utility function must satisfy are as follows:

(i) The utility function of a micro-grid m, φm, is con-
sidered as a non-decreasing function. With the increase in
energy demand, the total revenue of a micro-grid m increases.
Mathematically,

δφm(gm, g−m)

δgm
≥ 0, ∀m ∈ W and ∀n ∈ Cw (8)

(ii) If the total generated energy by a micro-grid m equals
the total requested energy by a group of customers, i.e.,
n∈Cw∑
n=1

an, the utility function is considered to be in the marginal

position. In this situation, the utility function of the micro-grids
are considered to be non-increasing function. Mathematically,

δ2φm(gm, g−m)

δgm2
< 0, ∀m ∈ W (9)

(iii) With the increase in the total amount of energy demand
by the customers,

∑
n
an, the payoff of the utility function φm

increases. Mathematically,
δφm(gm, g−m)

δan
> 0, ∀m ∈ W , and ∀n ∈ Cw (10)

(iv) With a fixed amount of energy request, i.e.,
∑
n
an, if

the price per unit energy p increases, the payoff of the utility
function φm also increases. Mathematically,

δφm(gm, g−m)

δp
> 0, ∀m ∈ M (11)

The utility function φm denotes the maximum profit of
micro-grid m that it can have by selling the minimum amount
of energy. Therefore, the utility function φm becomes,

φm(gm, g−m) = pgm − cmgm (12)

where, cm is the generation cost per unit energy for micro-grid
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m, gm is the generated energy by the micro-grid m. The total
energy that needs to be generated by the micro-grids W in a
coalition, GW , is defined as,

GW =
m∈W∑
m=1

gm (13)

b) Existence of Generalized Nash Equilibrium for the Ini-
tialization Phase: In any optimization approach, there should
be an optimal or Pareto-optimal solution. Therefore, we need
to investigate the existence of generalized Nash equilibrium
for the Initialization Phase. In this Phase, we find out the
equilibrium point under the assumptions — in a coalition, (i)
each micro-grid has the same generation cost per unit energy,
c, and (ii) pmin would be fixed for all the micro-grids.

Definition 1. While the total demand of energy for all the
customers is fixed, with the increase in supply of the total
amount of energy, the price per unit energy reduces. So, the
price function varies inversely with the demand function. We
formulate an inverse demand function P(GW) as follows:

P(GW) = A− GW (14)

where A is a constant, and GW is the total generated energy
by W micro-grids in the coalition Cow. GW must satisfy the
condition given in Equation (3).

Theorem 1. If the generation cost per unit energy for each
micro-grid is the same, the amount of energy to be generated
by each micro-grid m, i.e., gm, will be same, i.e., a generalize
Nash equilibrium (GNE) point, if and only if the following
inequality holds,

φm(gm
∗
, g∗−m) ≥ φm(gm, g∗−m) (15)

Proof: For the micro-grids m, the generation cost per unit
energy, cm, remains the same. The optimal energy supply of
the the micro-grid m, i.e., the best response of micro-grid m,
is defined as follows:

g
∗
m(cm) = argmax

gm
((A− GW)− cm)gm (16)

We rewrite the function by replacing cm by c, where c is a
constant.

Therefore, g
∗
m(c) = argmax

gm
((A− GW)− c)gm (17)

Hence, g
∗
1 (c) = argmax

g1

[(
A− g1 − g∗2 −

m∈W∑
m=3

g
∗
m

)
− c
]
g1 (18)

Similarly, g
∗
2 (c) = argmax

g2

[(
A− g∗1 − g2 −

m∈W∑
m=3

g
∗
m

)
− c
]
g2 (19)

The optimal value of g1, i.e., g∗1 , can be obtained from the
necessary condition, as follows:

δg1(c)

δg1

∣∣∣∣∣
g1=g∗1

= 0;⇒ g
∗
1 =

A− g∗2 −
m∈W∑
m=3

g∗m − c

2
(20)

Similarly, we get the optimum value of g2 as follows:

g
∗
2 =

A− g∗1 −
m∈W∑
m=3

g∗m − c

2
(21)

By solving Equations (20), and (21), we get,
g
∗
1 = g

∗
2 = A− c (22)

From Equation (22), we infer that,

g∗1 = g∗2 = · · · = g∗m = · · · = g∗|W|

Hence, within a coalition, each micro-grid m generates the
same minimum amount of energy to satisfy the inequality for
GNE, i.e., φm(g∗m, g∗−m) ≥ φm(gm, g∗−m).

2) Game Formulation for the Finalization Phase: The inter-
action between the micro-grids and the customers in a coalition
is evaluated using the second part of the multiple leader
multiple follower Stackelberg game, where each micro-grid
m acts as the leader, and the customers n act as the followers.
Initially, each leader, i.e., micro-grid m, generates energy
using renewable energy resources. The micro-grid m needs
to generate energy using non-renewable energy resources, if
the micro-grid does not satisfy the following inequality:

(GRE)m ≥ Gmin (23)

where (GRE)m is the amount of energy generated using re-
newable energy resources by micro-grid m. Therefore, we can
define the amount of energy generated using non-renewable
energy resources, (GNE)m by a micro-grid m is as follows:

(GNE)mmin =
{

0 if (GRE)m ≥ Gmin

Gmin − (GRE)m if (GRE)m < Gmin
(24)

a) Utility function of a customer: For each customer n ∈ Cw
in the coalition Cow, we formulate the utility function ψn(·)
to introduce the amount of energy requested to fulfill the
requirement of the customers. In the utility function ψn, the
maximum energy storage capacity of the customer n is denoted
by (Emax)n, the stored energy of a customer n is denoted by
(Eres)n, the total amount of energy requested by the customer
n is denoted by en, and e−n denotes the total amount of energy
requested by the other customers in the coalition, except cus-
tomer n, i.e., e−n = {e1, e2, e3, · · · , en−1, en+1, · · · , e|Cw|},
needed to be predicted by customer n, where |Cw| is the
number of customers in a coalition Cow having the micro-grids
W ⊆ M. Each customer n intends to increase its residual
energy, (Eres)n, as that can be used by her/him at the on-
peak hour of the day, and also in a blackout or islanding
situation. So, having a fixed amount of maximum energy
storage capacity, (Emax)n, the customer n requests higher en
due to higher amount of energy needed for storage xn. The
amount of energy requested for storage will be affected by the
decided price per unit energy, pm, by micro-grid m. Thus the
property of the utility function ψn(·) of a customer n ∈ Cw
must satisfy the following conditions,

(i) The utility function ψn of the customer n is considered as
a non-decreasing function, as each customer wants to acquire
more amount of energy en to maximize its residual energy,
(Eres)n. Mathematically,

δψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)

δen
≥ 0 (25)

(ii) The limiting value of the utility function ψn of a customer
n is considered to be a non-increasing function, as the residual
energy (Eres)n increases the amount of requested energy en.
Mathematically,

δ2ψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)

δen2
< 0 (26)
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(iii) If the amount of maximum energy storage capacity
(Emax)n is higher, the energy requirement of the customer n
will be higher. So, the utility function ψn varies proportionally
with (Emax)n. Mathematically,

δψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)

δ(Emax)n
> 0 (27)

(iv) If the amount of stored energy (Eres)n decreases, the the
energy requirement of the customer n increases. The utility
function ψn has an inversely-proportional relationship with the
amount of residual energy (Eres)n. Mathematically,

δψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)

δ(Eres)n
< 0 (28)

(v) The amount of requested energy, en, is affected by the
price per unit energy, pm, decided by the micro-grid m. With
the higher value of price, the payoff of the utility function ψn
of a customer n decreases. Mathematically,

δψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)

δpm
< 0 (29)

Therefore, the utility function ψn is formulated as follows:

ψn(·) = (Emax)nen −
1

2
α

(Eres)n

(Emax)n
en

2 − β
pm

pmin

Swen (30)

We consider that the transmission channel is ideal in nature,
i.e., the resistance of the transmission channel is considered
to be zero. Therefore, the transmission losses due to energy
transfer is zero. Additionally, we consider that the energy trans-
mission limit is taken care of by the electrical circuitry, i.e.,
the transformers. Hence, ψn(en, e−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, pm)
must satisfy the following constrains,
(1) en is defined in Equation (2).
(2) The amount of requested energy for the appliances an by
the customer n satisfies:

an ∈

0,m∈W∑
m=1

gm −
q∈Cw∑

q=1,q 6=n

aq

 (31)

(3) The amount of requested energy for the storage xn by the
customer n satisfies:

xn ∈

0,m∈W∑
m=1

gm −
r∈Cw∑
r=1

ar −
q∈Cw∑

q=1,q 6=n

xq

 and
n∈Cw∑

n

xn ≤ Sw (32)

(4) α and β are constants, and have a fixed value within a
coalition. These constants satisfy the following inequality,

α, β > 0 (33)

b) Utility function of a micro-grid: Each micro-grid m ∈ W
gets a revenue of pmen by selling en amount of energy with
pm price per unit energy. Mathematically,

ϕm(en(pm), pm) = pm
∑
n

en (34)

where pm is the fixed price per unit energy for micro-grid
m. However, each micro-grid knows that if the value of pm
is lower, the amount of energy requested by the customers is
higher, and vice-versa, in either case it may get less revenue.
So, the micro-grid m needs to choose an optimize value of
pm to maximize its revenue. Mathematically,

argmaxϕm(en(pm), pm) = max
pm

∑
m

∑
n

pmen (35)

where m ∈ W , W ⊆M, and pm ≥ pmin.

The requested energy en of each customer n is not only
dependent on the price per unit energy decided by the micro-
grid, and the amount of required energy to fulfill its maximum
storage capacity, i.e., ((Emax)n − (Eres)n), but also the re-
quested energy by the other customers. Therefore, this scenario
leads to a non-cooperative game that deals with sharing a
common product having a fixed constraint for all. We will
prove in Subsection IV-A2 that there exists generalized Nash
equilibrium (GNE).

Definition 2. The set of strategies ({e∗n}n∈N , {p∗m}m∈M) are
considered as the generalized Nash equilibrium solutions, if
those satisfy the following inequalities:

ψn(e
∗
n, e∗−n, ·, p

∗
m) ≥ ψn(en, e∗−n, ·, p

∗
m) and (36)

ϕm(e
∗
n(p
∗
m), p

∗
m) ≥ ϕm(e

∗
n(pm), pm) (37)

where e∗n is the optimum energy requested by the customer n,
and p∗m is the optimum price per unit energy decided by the
micro-grid m. Each customer n cannot maximize the payoff
of the utility function ψn by changing the value of en from the
value of e∗n. Similarly, each micro-grid m cannot maximize the
payoff of the utility function ϕm by choosing a higher price
pm than the price p∗m.

c) Existence of Generalized Nash Equilibrium for the Fi-
nalization Phase: In this section, we determines the existence
of GNE by showing that it satisfies the properties of variation
inequality (VI), as it is used to get the optimum convex solution
under some constraints of inequality.

Theorem 2. Given a fixed price pm by the micro-grid m, there
exists a GNE, as there exists a variational equilibrium for the
utility function ψn(e∗n, e∗−n, (Emax)n, (Eres)n, p

∗
m).

Proof: In the Finalization Phase, the utility function ψn(·)
needs to be maximized. The utility function ψk,k 6=n(·), where
k ∈ Cw, also needs to be maximized.

ψk,k 6=n(·) = (Emax)kek −
1

2
α

(Eres)k

(Emax)k
ek

2 − β
pm

pmin

Swek (38)

From Equations (30) and (38), we get,

ψ(·) =
∑
n

(Emax)nen −
1

2
α
∑
n

(Eres)n

(Emax)n
en

2 − β
pm

pmin

Sw
∑
n

en (39)

Using the method of Lagrangian multiplier, the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) condition of the customer n for the GNE
problem becomes:

∇enψn(·)−∇en

(∑
n

xn − Sw

)
µn = 0,

(∑
n

xn − Sw

)
µn = 0 (40)

and µn ≥ 0 (41)

where µn is the Lagrangian multiplier for the customer n.
By using the property of variational inequality (VI), we get

VI(B,X) as the solution of the variational equilibrium, where
X is the set of optimum points for x, and B = ∇enψn(·). We
get the Jacobian matrix of B as follows,

JB = ∇eB =


(Emax)1 − α (Eres)1

(Emax)1
e1 − β pm

pmin
Sw

...

(Emax)|Cw| − α
(Eres)|Cw|
(Emax)|Cw|

e|Cw| − β
pm

pmin
Sw


(42)
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The Hessian matrix of B is the Jacobian matrix of ∇eB.
Mathematically,

HB = J(∇eB) =


−α (Eres)1

(Emax)1
· · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · −α
(Eres)|Cw|
(Emax)|Cw|

 (43)

As the Hessian matrix HB is a diagonal matrix, we infer that
vector e has a unique solution, where e = {e1, · · · , e|Cw|}, and
the variational equilibrium exists. Therefore, for a fixed price,
there exists a GNE.

B. Why Stackelberg game?

In HoMeS, the micro-grids and the customers perform a
sequential competition within themselves. Initially, the micro-
grids decide the minimum price per unit energy, pmin, based
on the minimum amount of energy to consumed by each
customer n, an. On the other hand, the customers decide
the actual amount of energy to be consumed, en, including
the amount of energy required for storage, xn, based on
price decided by the micro-grids, pm with initial condition
pm|t=0= pmin. Sequentially, the micro-grids modify the price
per unit energy, pm, based on the value of en. This process
continues till the equilibrium point is reached. Hence, for
modeling the proposed scheme, HoMeS, we use multiple
leader multiple follower Stackelberg game.

C. Proposed Solution Approach

From Section IV-A, we get that GNE exists for the multiple
leader multiple follower Stackelberg game theoretic approach
used in HoMeS. In this section, we compute the optimum
solutions of the unknown variables.

a) Solution approach for the Initialization Phase: In the
Initialization Phase, the minimum amount of energy to be
generated by each micro-grid m, Gmin, and the minimum
price per unit energy, i.e., pmin, are decided, where the
generation cost per unit energy c is fixed for the micro-grids
m ∈M.

Definition 3. In a coalition, the price per unit energy, pmin
is the same as the generation cost per unit energy c. Mathe-
matically,

pmin = c , c > 0 (44)

If for a micro-grid m, the price per unit energy, pm, is the
same as the generation cost per unit energy c, i.e., pmin, then
the profit of the micro-grid m equals zero.

Lemma 1. In a coalition, each micro-grid needs to generate
the same minimum amount of energy to fulfill customers’
energy demand.

Proof: From Theorem 1 and Equation (13), we get,

g
∗
1 =

g∗2 + g∗3 + g∗4 + · · ·+ g∗|W|

|W| − 1
(45)

We rewrite Equation (45) as follows:

g
∗
1 =

g∗1 + g∗2 + g∗3 + · · ·+ g∗|W|

|W|
=

m∈W∑
m=1

g∗m

|W|
(46)

Therefore, the minimum energy to be generated by each micro-
grid m is same, as given in Equation (46).

b) Solution approach for the Finalization Phase: In this
section, the value of the optimum amount of energy requested
by each customer n, e∗n, given the fixed price per unit energy
pm, and the value of optimum price, p∗m, for the given optimum
amount of energy e∗n, is computed.

For each customer n, solving the KKT condition for the
GNE problem defined in Equation (40), we get:

(Emax)n − α
(Eres)n

(Emax)n
en − β

pm

pmin

Sw − µn = 0 (47)

From Equation (41), we get µn ≥ 0. Therefore,

(Emax)n − α
(Eres)n

(Emax)n
en − β

pm

pmin

Sw ≥ 0 (48)

Solving Equation (48), we get,

en ≤
(Emax)n

α(Eres)n

[
(Emax)n − β

pm

pmin

Sw
]

(49)

pm ≤
pmin

βSw

[
(Emax)n − α

(Eres)n

(Emax)n
en

]
(50)

So, the optimal values of en and pm are as follows:

e
∗
n =

(Emax)n

α(Eres)n

[
(Emax)n − β

p∗m
pmin

Sw
]

(51)

p
∗
m =

pmin

βSw

[
(Emax)n − α

(Eres)n

(Emax)n
e
∗
n

]
(52)

µn = (Emax)n − α
(Eres)n

(Emax)n
e
∗
n − β

p∗m
pmin

Sw (53)

D. Proposed Algorithm

In order to reach the equilibrium in home energy manage-
ment system, the micro-grids and the customers take their
respective strategies, while incurring a marginal communi-
cation overhead. In this paper, we propose two different
algorithms — the initialization phase with cooperation (IPC)
algorithm, and the finalization phase with non-cooperation
(FPN) algorithm. In the IPC algorithm, the customers provide
their minimum energy consumption profile for appliances on a
day-ahead basis. After getting the information, the micro-grids
communicate within themselves, i.e., cooperate, to finalize the
values of Gmin and pmin. In the FPN algorithm, after getting
the minimum price per unit energy decided by the micro-
grids, the customers communicate with the corresponding
micro-grids, and decide the amount of actual energy to be
consumed, en. After getting the actual consumption profile of
the customers, each micro-grid m decides the actual price per
unit energy, pm, on a real-time basis. The micro-grids again
broadcast the price per unit energy, pm, and the customers
may change their strategies, i.e., the value of en. This iterative
process is performed between the customers and the micro-
grids until equilibrium is reached. After reaching the equilib-
rium point, the micro-grids broadcast the same price as in the
previous iteration. Consequently, the amount of energy to be
consumed by each customer gets fixed.

1) Initialization Phase with Cooperation Algorithm: Ini-
tially, each customer n broadcasts a vector An representing
his/her energy consumption profile for the appliances. Based
on that information, the micro-grids decide the amount of en-
ergy to be generated by each micro-grid to fulfill the minimum
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Algorithm 1 IPC algorithm for each micro-grid
Input: An: Broadcast energy consumption vector for appliances of customer n
Outputs: Gmin: The minimum energy to be generated by each micro-grid m

pmin: The minimum price per unit energy decided by each micro-grid m

while
∑m∈W

m=1 gm <
∑n∈Cw

n=1 an
if φm(g∗m, g∗−m � φm(gm, g∗−m)

1. Optimized value of gm, i.e., g∗m is found
else

2. Evaluate the amount of energy to be generated, gmodified
m

3. Decide the minimum energy to be generated, gm = gmodified
m

end if
end while

4. Each micro-grid m decides the minimum price per unit energy, pmin

5. Calculate minimum profit = (pmin − c)gm
while (pmin − c) < 0

6. Decide higher value of pmin, pmodified
m

7. The minimum price per unit energy, pmin = pmodified
m , is computed

end while

Algorithm 2 FPN algorithm for a customer
Inputs: p∗m: The optimum price per unit energy

Sw : Total energy for storage
Output: e∗n: Amount of energy to be served

1. Decide the amount of energy to be requested, e∗n, by customer n
while ψn(e

∗
n, e∗−n, ·, p

∗
m) � ψn(en, e∗−n, ·, p

∗
m)

2. en = e∗n
3. Evaluate the modified value of energy to be requested, emodified

n

4. e∗n = emodified
n

end while

requirement of the customers, as discussed in Algorithm 1.
The micro-grids also make an agreement within themselves to
decide the minimum price per unit energy.

2) Finalization Phase with Non-cooperation Algorithm:
In the Finalization Phase, the customers and the micro-grids
execute two different algorithms — Algorithms 2 and 3,
respectively. The customers decide the amount of energy to be
requested, including the amount of energy for storage, based
on the optimum price decided by the micro-grids. The micro-
grids need to decide the actual price per unit energy, pm, where
pm ≥ (pm)min.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Settings

For performance evolution, we considered randomly gener-
ated values for the micro-grids and the customers, as shown in
Table I, on a MATLAB simulation platform. The micro-grids
form a coalition, based on the total energy requirement of the
customers, the generation capacity of the micro-grids, and the
area covered by the coalition, as discussed in [9].

Algorithm 3 FPN algorithm for a micro-grid
Input: e∗n: Amount of energy to be served
Output: p∗m: The optimum price per unit energy

1. Decide the price per unit energy, p∗m, by micro-grid m
while ϕm(e∗n(p

∗
m), p∗m) � ϕm(e∗n(pm), pm)

2. pm = p∗m
3. Evaluate the modified value of price per unit energy, pmodified

m

4. p∗m = pmodified
m

end while

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Simulation area 20×20 km2

Number of micro-grids 10
Number of Customers 1000
Minimum requested energy for appliances 90 MWh
Maximum requested energy for appliances 100 MWh
Customer’s minimum storage capacity 35 MWh
Customer’s maximum storage capacity 65 MWh
Customer’s minimum residual stored energy 20 KWh
Minimum renewable energy generated 500 MWh
Maximum renewable energy generated 650 MWh
Generation cost 10-20 USD/MWh

B. Benchmarks

The performance of the proposed scheme, HoMeS, is evalu-
ated by comparing it with other energy management policies,
such as the economics of electric vehicle charging (E2VC)
[24] approach, and the price taking user (PTU) [25] approach.

We refer to these different energy management policies as
HoMeS, E2VC, and PTU, through the rest of the paper. Tushar
et al. [24] proposed a game theoretic approach with storage.
Samadi et al. [25] proposed a home energy management
system without storage. Though E2VC [24] has been used for
energy management system of the PHEVs, its authors did not
consider any mobility model such as random way-point model
or Gauss Markov mobility model for the PHEVs. Thus, we
can improve the efficiency in the home energy management
system by using our proposed approach, HoMeS, over E2VC
and PTU.

C. Performance Metrics

(i) Real-time pricing policy for storage: The price is decided
by the micro-grids based on the real-time communication with
the customers.

(ii) Utility of the customers: Each customer tries to max-
imize the payoff of its utility function that symbolizes the
energy consumption with optimal price. A customer tries to
maximize its utility by maximizing its energy consumption,
while satisfying the inequality given in Equation (36).

(iii) Consumed energy by the customers: The amount of
energy to be consumed for the appliances is decided on a
day-ahead basis, whereas the actual energy to be consumed by
each customer is decided by the customers in real-time. So,
effectively, the energy consumed by the customers is decided
by real-time home energy management system, and the lower
limit of the consumed energy is decided a priori.

D. Results and Discussions

For the sake of simulation, we assume that each micro-
grid calculates the real-time supply and demand in every 10
seconds interval. In Figure 3(a), the comparison of consumed
energy, en, by each customer n is shown, where the energy
consumption for the appliances is same for HoMeS, E2VC,
and PTU. The customer decide the energy to be requested
for storage on a real-time basis. Figure 3(a) shows that the
consumed energy our proposed method, HoMeS, is 30% and
55% higher than E2VC and PTU, respectively. Using E2VC,
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Fig. 3: Comparison of Energy Consumption of Customers, and Price and Profit of Micro-grids
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Excess Energy and Profit over Days and Utility of Customers

the PHEVs consume energy for storage devices at the PHEV-
end, whereas using PTU, the customers are not equipped
with any storage facility. On the other hand, using HoMeS,
the customers can fulfill their daily energy requirement for
the appliances. Additionally, using HoMeS, the customers can
also utilize the storage facility at his/her-end while consuming
higher amount of energy. Therefore, the energy generated by
the micro-grids is more adequately utilized using HoMeS, than
using the other approaches — E2VC and PTU.

In Figure 3(b), the comparison of price per unit energy, pm,
is shown. pm using E2VC is lower than using HoMeS and
PTU. However, the capital earned by selling the generated
energy by the micro-grids is much higher using HoMeS, than
using other approaches — E2VC and PTU, as shown in Figure
3(c). The revenue of each micro-grid depends on the price per
unit energy and the supplied amount of energy, i.e., pm

∑
en.

Using HoMeS, the supplied amount of energy is much higher
than using E2VC anf PTU, as shown in Figure 3(a). Therefore,
each micro-grid, using HoMeS, earns higher than using E2VC
and PTU.

Figure 4(a) shows that the percentage of excess energy,
generated by the micro-grids, is also lower for HoMeS than
E2VC and PTU. Therefore, Figure 4(a) re-establishes the
fact that the energy generated by the micro-grids is more
adequately utilized using HoMeS than using E2VC and PTU,
as concluded from Figure 3(a).

Figure 4(b) shows that the overall profit of the micro-
grids in a coalition is 15.39% and 30.79% higher using
HoMeS, than using E2VC and PTU, respectively. In Figure
4(b), the cumulative profit of the micro-grids is shown. On
the other hand, Figure 5 shows the profit of each micro-grid,

individually. Therefore, each micro-grid, using HoMeS, gets
higher profit than using E2VC and PTU, and the overall profit
of the coalition formed by the micro-grids is also higher using
HoMeS than using other approaches, i.e., E2VC and PTU.
Figure 4(c) shows the utility of the customers, which combines
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the effect of utilization of energy generated by the micro-grids,
energy consumption of the customers with optimum price, and
the profit of the micro-grids, varies significantly using HoMeS,
which uses the multiple leader multiple follower Stackelberg
game theoretic approach, than using a different approach.
Therefore, with the increase in the number of customers, the
utility of the micro-grids is much higher using HoMeS than
using any non-game theoretic approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated a multiple leader multiple
follower Stackelberg game theoretic approach, named HoMeS,
to study the problem of distributed home energy management
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system with storage facilities. Using the proposed approach,
we showed how distributed energy management system for the
home appliances in the presence of storage can be done with
the optimum value of the energy requested by the customers,
while considering the overall energy demand in the system. On
the other hand, the profit of the micro-grids is also ensured,
while the optimum price decided by each micro-grid is less
compared to that using the traditional energy distribution
mechanism. The simulation results show that the proposed
approach yields improved results.

Future extension of this work includes understanding how
the energy distribution can be improved by exchanging less
number of messages, so that the delay in energy supply can
be reduced, and the service provided by the micro-grids to the
customers can be improved, thereby improving the utilization
of the micro-grids.
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